MADE IN THE USA

ORIGINS & BIO
Hailing from Middle TN, Jeremy Slayden is a
former All-American Athlete at Georgia Tech and
professional baseball player with the Philadelphia
Phillies. After suffering a heartbreaking injury
that ended his baseball career, Jeremy ascended
in the business world by becoming a successful
entrepreneur. In the same stroke, he descended
into a secret life that nearly destroyed his marriage
and all he held dear. He came out on the other
side with a passion for seeking truth in all areas of
life, and now develops content to help others maximize their potential, overcome
debilitating struggles, and rebuild our culture from the ground up.
JSLAY: MADE IN THE USA is on a mission to WAKE UP from the woke culture
that is destroying the fabric of this nation. We are going on offense to protect
the God-given rights and freedoms we have as Americans. It’s time to develop
courage and take action in the face of the fear and social pressure tactics that
have become all too common.
It’s time to play OFFENSE!
After going through the metaphorical trenches of life, Jeremy hopes
you will embrace and overcome the battles you face when you strive
to achieve. This is why JSLAY: MADE IN THE USA focuses on bringing
you relevant, authentic, and compelling content that will educate and
inspire. Whether talking politics, optimizing performance, or dealing
with loss and addiction, there’s something for everyone at JSlayMade in the USA.
Jeremy Slayden is a proud husband and father of two
sons in Franklin, TN.

Our minds and our nation are under siege like never
before. It’s time to stop the siege and rebuild what
has been broken from the ground up, starting with
ourselves, then our culture, and our nation.”
~JSLAY
CLICK HERE

JSLAY’S MISSION
& MESSAGE
CULTURE WAR • MAXIMIZING POTENTIAL • LOSS AND ADDICTION
The clear and purposeful mission of JSlay Made in the USA, is to explore,
expound and exhibit the best of the United States of America and how
we believe we can make it even better. From maximizing individual potential,
dealing with issues that hold us back and improving our culture from
the ground up—we’re on a mission that will succeed for the good
of all mankind.

We’ve all seen America in a DIVIDED AND DESPERATE state like never
before. Her history is under attack, her freedoms in peril, her cities
on fire, and her people losing sight of the American ideal and
dream. Just as a nation’s strength is built upon the strength
of its people, the strength of an individual is built upon mental
clarity and strong moral foundation. Our minds and our nation
are under siege—now more than ever. It’s time to break the
siege and rebuild what has been broken from the ground
up, starting with ourselves, then our culture, and
finally our nation.
JSlay speaks about focus, determination
and how to succeed in spite of the odds
against you.

CHECK OUT JSLAY’S
BLOGS HERE
CLICK HERE

BY THE NUMBERS
Believe
the
political
climate
is toxic

Nearly two-thirds—62%—of Americans say the political climate these
days prevents them from saying things they believe because others
might find them offensive.
CLICK HERE

Per the CDC...

7 OUT OF EVERY 10 YOUTH

Black women are more than
3.4 TIMES MORE LIKELY
to have an abortion than
White women.

that are housed in state-operated
correctional facilities, including detention
and residential treatment, come from
a fatherless home.
U.S. Department of Justice

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

White on Black crime only accounts for 10.6% of violent crimes against Blacks,
while Black on Black crime accounts for 70.3 % of violent crimes against Blacks.
CLICK HERE

CHECK OUT JSLAY’S HYPE VIDEO!

JSLAY’S OFFERINGS
A dynamic web presence and daily social media posts, weekly podcasts,
regular email blasts, videos from speaking engagements and interviews—all
offering encouragement, coaching, exhortation and direction. It’s all about
great ideas, proven wisdom and those committed to fighting the good fight.

JSLAY’S STRATEGY
Our strategy is to provide timely, informative and inspiring content—every
day—to like-minded patriots as well as to seekers and searchers. We’re not
angry, we’re passionate and understand the consequences of not getting
involved. We can’t let that happen. We are delivering thought-provoking
content to an audience that seeks truth and desires an American renewal.
Join us as we fully engage our culture to consider and contemplate truth,
reality and the hope that only comes from understanding ourselves, and
building our relationship with God and our fellow man.
JSlay speaks to civic, church, school and athletic groups.

JSLAY INTERVIEWS A VARIETY OF PEOPLE IN HIS QUEST FOR TRUTH,

JOIN THE SLAY AND CHECK OUT HIS INTERVIEWS HERE
CLICK HERE

JSLAY NEEDS YOU
TO GET INVOLVED
America needs your time, talent and treasure.
THE CLOCK IS TICKING.
We want to connect with you on real life issues, while simultaneously equipping
you to have a positive effect within your sphere of influence. Everyone’s an
influencer, and for good or ill—it is everyday people like us who change the
world. So let’s leverage our focus and energies toward rebuilding ourselves and
our nation, as our time is limited.

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

VICTORY
Victory is a journey rather than a final
destination. To live victoriously is to be
connected with yourself, your family,
and God. It is only from this connected
place, that you can do your greatest
work, and be present for those you love.
JSlay is available for interviews and
speaking engagements.

DISCOVER
THE POWER
IN NUMBERS:
JOIN THE FIGHT
HERE....AND LET’S
WIN TOGETHER!
CLICK HERE

